where P is the electric dipole moment, M the magnetic dipole moment, T the toroidal dipole moment, e Q the component of electric quadrupole moment, and m Q is the magnetic quadrupole moment, J is the induced current density, r is distance vector from the origin (gap center) to point ( ,,
x y z ) in the Cartesian coordinate system and the subscripts , , , 
The third term in Equation (4) [3, 6] . And the scattering efficiency in vacuum is defined as scs scs
where the scattering cross section reads
In Equation (6), 0 Z is the wave impedance of vacuum and 0 E is the amplitude of incident plane wave.
The scattered electric far field from P , M and T follows [1, 7] 
n P n M n n T n (5) where k is the wave vector in the background medium, n is the unit vector denoting the radiation direction. In Fig. 3c and 3d, the far field intensity was calculated at the surface of a sphere of 1 r  m, origined in the antenna center.
The spherical multipole moments are obtained by calculating the scattering coefficients through the following field projection [8, 9] II． Theoretical resonance frequency of the cavity modes.
In cylindrical coordinate, the field of the gap SPPs at the dielectric layer has the ansatz form [10] [11] [12] :
where gsp k is the wave vector of the gap SPPs in the MIM structure, (z) a the mode profile in z direction, and m is the azimuthal number. At the dielectric layer, the electric field of the gap SPPs at the lateral edge reaches the locale maximum, i.e., the Neumann boundary condition where nm  denoting the n -th root of the first-order derivation of the m -th Bessel function, eff R is the appropriate effective radius depending on how strong the field leaks out the circumferences.
After obtaining the dispersion relation of the gap SPPs
() gsp k  , the resonance frequency can be extracted from equation (11) . In this study, () gsp k  is obtained from the divergence of the reflection coefficient calculated by the transfer matrix method of a 2D metal-dielectric-metal three layer system [12] . The black dashed lines in Fig Figure 1c ). At this frequency, the CM 11 and AM both resonantly contribute to the scattered far field (red and blue lines), but with different magnitudes.
Their vectorial summation (black lines) shows that the backward scattering is substantially suppressed, although not completely vanishing. , the AM is not affected by the CMs and the AM resonance frequency blue shifts for increasing d as predicted by the plasmon ruler equation and the hybridization model [16, 17] . When load  increases, the CMs are tuned to overlap with the broad AM spectrally and couple with the AM, deteriorating the blue-shift trend.
Especially, when the AM is strongly modified by the Fano dip in (c) and (d), its peak is contrarily red-shifted as the separation distance d increases. 
